What’s new in 1.8?

Introduction
PrintShop Mail 1.8 is the result of Objectif Lune’s commitment to
make life easier for users. OL has made it its mission to improve
the overall efficiency of its software in order to meet customers’
expectations.
PrintShop Mail Connect 1.8 offers new features that will make your life
easier by reducing the need for scripting and making more functions
available through the user interface.

Improved usability and wizards
New wizard for conditional print section
Now in 1.8, it’s never been easier to personalize
content. Including or excluding whole sections of
content is set up using a user-friendly wizard.

Dynamic finishing
A completely new Editor makes dynamic finishing
settings easier than ever.

Highlights
Performance improvement
The overall output speed has been improved by
speeding up the throughput speed (datamapping,
content creation). Now users see an increase in overall
performance after they press Print.

Excel input
PrintShop Mail Connect 1.8 now supports XLS and
XLSX files natively. There’s no need to save XLS files
as CSV before using them.

First-Page-Out time decreased
Print jobs can now start more rapidly thanks to higher
interpretation speed of the software regarding the
print execution.

Output improvements
PrintShop Mail Connect 1.8 contains a number of important
enhancements for output. Here are some highlights:
• M
 ore control over PDF optimization decisions
For sophisticated colour management, it is now
possible to choose between applying the default
PDF optimisation step and using the PDF as is,
if it was already optimized with device-specific
requirements.
• O
 verprint for spot colours
There is now more control over spot colour
printing.
• C
 opy fit
For commercial VDP applications, the copy fit
feature allows users to maximize the font size to
fit text in a certain area or even resize a portion
of text in the box so that the box is filled up.
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